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Mandatory E-Verification in North Carolina: The Adverse
Consequences of the System in the Absence of Comprehensive
Reform*
Immigration is the oldest and newest story of the American
experience. The same dreams of freedom and opportunity that
galvanized people to cross the ocean hundreds of years ago draw
people to America today. Immigration has enabled America's
growth and prosperity .... Yet just as it has been a vital
ingredient in America's success, immigration generates changes
that can be unsettling and divisive.I
INTRODUCTION
The opportunity for employment has attracted an unprecedented
number of immigrants-both legal and illegal-to the United States
for more than a decade.' The American economy is increasingly
dependent upon minimum wage, low-skill labor, often provided by
undocumented workers who are ineligible for authorized
employment.' As of March 2010, more than 11.2 million illegal
immigrants were living in the United States, and an estimated eight
million of them belonged to the nation's workforce.' The Pew
Hispanic Center, a nonpartisan research organization chronicling the
growing impact of Latinos in the United States,5 estimates that
* @ 2012 Leann Gerlach.
1. DORIS MEISSNER ET AL., IMMIGRATION AND AMERICA'S FUTURE: A NEW
CHAPTER, at xiii (2006), available at http://www.migrationpolicy.org
/ITFIAF/finalreport.pdf.
2. See U.S. Gov'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO 11-146, EMPLOYMENT
VERIFICATION: FEDERAL AGENCIES HAVE TAKEN STEPS TO IMPROVE E-VERIFY, BUT
SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES REMAIN 41 (2010) [hereinafter GAO REPORT], available at
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11146.pdf; Number of Immigrants and Immigrants as
Percentage of the US Population, 1850 to 2011, MIGRATION INFO. SOURCE, http://
www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/charts/final.fb.shtml (last visited Nov. 13, 2012).
3. See E-Verify: Preserving Jobs for American Workers: Hearing Before the
Subcomm. on Immigration Policy and Enforcement of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary,
112th Cong. 8 (2011) (statement of Tyler Moran, Policy Director, National Immigration
Law Center) thereinafter Preserving Jobs for American Workers], available at http:/
judiciary.house.gov/hearings/printers/112th/112-4_64405.PDF.
4. PEW HISPANIC CTR., UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANT POPULATION: NATIONAL
AND STATE TRENDS, 2010, at 1, 3 (2011), http://www.pewhispanic.org/files/reports/133.pdf.
5. About the Center, PEW HISP. CENTER, http://www.pewhispanic.org/about-the-
center (last visited Nov. 13, 2012).
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unauthorized immigrants made up 3.7% of the nation's population
and nearly 5.2% of the country's labor force in 2010.6 In North
Carolina alone, the foreign-born share of the state's population rose
from 1.7% in 19901 to 7.5% in 2010.8 Although the number of
foreign-born workers increased nationally more than 40% between
2000 and 2010, the number of immigrant, civilian employed workers
age sixteen and older in North Carolina increased nearly 70%-
comprising 10.1% of the state's total civilian workforce in 2010.9
Undocumented, illegal immigrants comprised an estimated 5.4% of
the state's workforce, or 250,000 workers, that same year.10
In response to these growing statistics and the attendant political
pressure on the state's legislators to reduce the number of
unauthorized immigrants entering the labor force, North Carolina's
General Assembly enacted legislation on June 23, 2011, that requires
private employers with more than twenty-five employees to verify the
employment eligibility of newly hired workers using the federal
electronic program known as E-Verify." Although the mandate is
intended to protect the jobs of authorized workers and to help
employers maintain a legal workforce, the adverse consequences of
the E-Verify system outweigh the intended benefits. This Recent
Development demonstrates that requiring North Carolina employers
to use E-Verify in the absence of comprehensive immigration reform
is not a sensible solution to the problem of unlawful immigration.
Part I of this Recent Development provides an overview of the
E-Verify system at the federal level, explores the various actions
individual states have taken to address employer use of the program,
and examines the mandatory E-Verify statute in North Carolina.
Part II exposes the unintended consequences of implementing such a
program in North Carolina. In Part III, this Recent Development
6. JEFFREY S. PASSEL & D'VERA COHN, PEW HISPANIC CTR., U.S.
UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRATION FLOWS ARE DOWN SHARPLY SINCE MID-DECADE 3
(2010), http://www.pewhispanic.org/files/reports/126.pdf; PEW HISPANIC CTR., supra note
4, at 1.
7. NOLAN MALONE ET AL., U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, THE FOREIGN-BORN
POPULATION: 2000, at 3 (2003), http://www.census.gov/prod/2003pubs/c2kbr-34.pdf.
8. North Carolina Demographic Information: Selected Social Characteristics in the
United States, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, http://factfinder2.census.gov (follow "Search"
hyperlink; then enter into the search field "Selected Social Characteristics in the United
States 2010 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates;" then follow hyperlink to
download the document with the ID "DPO2") (last visited Nov. 13, 2012).
9. North Carolina Workforce Characteristics, MIGRATION INFO SOURCE, http://
www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/state3.cfm?ID=nc#1 (last visited Nov. 13, 2012).
10. PEW HISPANIC CTR., supra note 4, at 24.
11. See Act of June 23, 2011, ch. 263, § 3, 2011 N.C. Sess. Laws 975 (codified at N.C.
GEN. STAT. §§ 64-25 to -38 (2011)).
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concludes by suggesting that, while employment verification should
be at the center of immigration enforcement, any mandatory E-Verify
proposal should be considered only at the federal level and
implemented alongside a broader immigration reform.
. THE E-VERIFY SYSTEM
A. The Federal Program
Immigration experts and policymakers alike contend that
reducing the "employment magnet" encouraging unauthorized
workers to enter the country illegally or to overstay visas is the
cornerstone of any comprehensive strategy to prevent unlawful entry
at the nation's borders.12 The Immigration Reform and Control Act
("IRCA"), enacted by Congress on November 6, 1986, sought to
control illegal immigration by eliminating employment opportunity as
a key incentive for unauthorized persons to enter or remain in the
United States." The Act prohibits knowingly hiring or recruiting
unauthorized workers, requires employers to attest to their
employees' immigration statuses, and authorizes criminal and civil
sanctions for failure to comply."s Along with criminalizing the act of
knowingly hiring unauthorized workers, IRCA introduced the
employment verification system known as the Form 1-9 process in
order to ensure that all employees presented documentary proof of
their legal eligibility to accept employment in the United States.' 6
Under the Form 1-9 process, all employers are required to complete a
"Form 1-9, Employment Eligibility Verification," or "1-9 Form," for
every new hire within three business days of the date on which the
employee begins work. To enable employers to complete the form,
workers are required to present a combination of documents proving
12. See GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 1.
13. Pub. L. No. 99-603, 100 Stat. 3359 (1986) (codified as amended in scattered
sections of 8 U.S.C. (2006)).
14. See id.
15. See id. § 101, 100 Stat. at 3360-68 (codified at 8 U.S.C. § 1324a (2006)); Ann
Morse, E- Verify, NAT'L CONF. OF ST. LEGISLATURES, http://www.ncsl.org/issues-research
/immig/e-verify-faq.aspx (last modified Nov. 4, 2011).
16. See GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 7.
17. Morse, supra note 15. Although each employer is required to complete an 1-9
form within three business days for every new hire, an employer's obligation to review
documents is not triggered until a person has actually been hired. Id. This requirement is
particularly important in the context of E-Verify because it prevents employers from
prescreening job applicants who might be the subject of tentative, and inaccurate,
nonconfirmations. See infra notes 118, 175 and accompanying text.
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their identity and employment eligibility.'" Employers must certify
that they have reviewed the relevant documents presented by each
new hire and that the documents "reasonably appear genuine and
relate to the individual presenting them."' 9
Despite the success of the 1-9 verification process, immigration
experts noted that deterring the unauthorized employment of illegal
immigrants required a more reliable employment eligibility process.20
In order to fairly hold employers accountable for recruiting and hiring
a legal workforce, the disparate sides of the United States
immigration debate uniformly supported the creation of a more
effective employment verification system. 21 Although a proposal to
create a call-in electronic verification system as part of IRCA was
rejected in 1986,22 a Telephone Verification System ("TVS") was
implemented by the former Immigration and Naturalization Service
("INS") in March 1992,1 after President George H. W. Bush
authorized the creation of demonstration projects on alternative
eligibility verification systems by executive order.24 After several
years of testing TVS, the Commission on Immigration Reform"
issued an interim report recommending the creation of a national
computerized registry as the leading alternative for an employment
eligibility verification system.26 In response to this report, an
electronic authorization program, now known as E-Verify, was
developed in 1996 in order to enhance federal efforts to verify
18. See GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 7. An employee must present either a single
document establishing both identity and employment eligibility (e.g., a U.S. passport) or a
combination of two documents, one of which only establishes the worker's identity (e.g., a
driver's license) and the other of which establishes only his or her employment eligibility
(e.g., a Social Security card). Id. at 7 n.12.
19. Id. at 7.
20. See id. at 1.
21. See MARC R. ROSENBLUM, MIGRATION POLICY INST., E-VERIFY: STRENGTHS,
WEAKNESSES, AND PROPOSALS FOR REFORM 1 (2011),
http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/E-Verify-Insight.pdf.
22. See id. at 2.
23. NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., THE HISTORY OF E-VERIFY 1 (2011),
http://www.nilc.orgleverifyinfo.html (follow "The History of E-Verify" hyperlink to
download).
24, Exec. Order No. 12,781, 3 C.F.R. 373, 374 (1991); NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW
CTR., supra note 23, at 1.
25. The Commission on Immigration Reform was established by the Immigration Act
of 1990. See Immigration Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-649, § 141, 104 Stat. 4978, 5001
(1990).
26. U.S. COMM'N ON IMMIGRATION REFORM, U.S. IMMIGRATION POLICY:
RESTORING CREDIBILITY, 1994 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, at xii-xvi (1994), available at
http://www.utexas.edullbj/uscirlexesum94.pdf.
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employment eligibility. 27 The electronic verification program arose
out of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility
Act of 1996 ("IIRIRA")," which established pilot programs to test
three separate electronic screening systems. 29 E-Verify, originally
known as the Basic Pilot program, was launched in 1997 in California,
Florida, Illinois, New York, and Texas." Nebraska began testing
E-Verify in 1999, and the pilot program was expanded to all
employers nationwide in 2003 upon congressional authorization.31
E-Verify is a "free, largely voluntary, Internet-based system"'
that supplements the 1-9 employment verification process by allowing
employers to electronically verify newly hired employees'
employment eligibility using databases maintained by the Social
Security Administration ("SSA") and the Verification Division of
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services ("USCIS"), a
component within the Department of Homeland Security ("DHS"). 33
To use the E-Verify program, participating employers must first enter
into a Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU")M with DHS and
SSA and agree to abide by the program's rules regarding employment
verification and its antidiscrimination policies.35 In practice, once a
worker is hired, the employer completes an 1-9 form to verify the
worker's employment eligibility and enters the worker's personal
identifiable information 6 into the system over a secure Internet
27. See GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 1; NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., supra
note 23, at 1.
28. Pub. L. No. 104-208, div. C, 110 Stat. 3009-546 (1996) (codified as amended in
scattered sections of 8 U.S.C. (2006)).
29. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 2. The Basic Pilot Program was the most viable of
the three tested systems. Id.
30. Morse, supra note 15.
31. Id.
32. GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 1.
33. NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CR., FACTS ABOUT E-VERIFY 1 (2011),
http://www.nilc.org/everifyinfo.html (follow "Facts About E-Verify" hyperlink to
download); Morse, supra note 15.
34. U.S. CITIZEN & IMMIGRATION SERVS., THE E-VERIFY PROGRAM FOR
EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING FOR DESIGNATED
AGENTS (2009), http://www.uscis.gov/files/nativedocuments/E-Verify%20DA%20MOU
%20111609-%2OFinalRevl.pdf.
35. Id. at 7-8.
36. The personal identifiable information required on an 1-9 form includes the Social
Security number, name, date of birth, and citizenship status of the newly hired employee.
U.S. CITIZEN & IMMIGRATION SERVS., WESTAT EVALUATION OF THE E-VERIFY
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connection," where it is compared against 455 million records in the
SSA database and eighty million records in the DHS database.' 8
The system either confirms to the employer that the employee is
eligible to work in the United States or issues a "tentative
nonconfirmation" ("TNC") indicating that the databases cannot
immediately confirm that the newly hired worker is eligible for
employment.39 The E-Verify system may issue a TNC for a variety of
reasons, including recent changes in an employee's citizenship status
or name, typographical errors, or mismatches in the photographs
provided by both the worker himself and the E-Verify program.4 0
After the E-Verify system transmits the TNC to the employer, the
employer is required to notify the employee in writing of the tentative
finding and his or her right to contest it. 4 1 An employee who chooses
to contest the TNC finding must request that his employer refer the
E-Verify case to either SSA or DHS and provide the employee with a
system-generated referral letter indicating the appropriate agency for
the employee to contact.42 The employee has eight federal workdays
to contact the agency 43 once his employer refers the case.4 A "final
nonconfirmation" ("FNC") is issued when a TNC is not contested in
a timely manner or when the issue cannot be resolved, and the
employer is required to terminate employment at that time.45
The E-Verify program processed approximately 17.4 million
queries from more than 292,000 participating employers in fiscal year
2011, and more than 1,000 new businesses sign up to use the system
each week.46 E-Verify currently screens more than twenty percent of
all new hires in the United States,47 despite the fact that only four
37. Id.
38. Morse, supra note 15. For a more detailed description of how a worker's personal
identifiable information is compared to information in either of these databases, see GAO
REPORT, supra note 2, at 8-12.
39. See GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 8-9; NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., supra
note 33, at 1.
40. See GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 8-11.
41. Id. at 9.
42. Id.
43. To resolve a TNC finding, the employee must visit a SSA office or call DHS.
Morse, supra note 15.
44. GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 9.
45. U.S. CITIZEN & IMMIGRATION SERVS., supra note 36, at 1.
46. See Department of Homeland Security: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on the
Judiciary, 112th Cong. 19 (2011) (statement of Janet Napolitano, Secretary, United States
Department of Homeland Security), available at http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings
/printers/112th/112-111 70912.PDF.
47. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 2.
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percent of all businesses have enrolled in the system to date.'
Although the E-Verify program is voluntary for most businesses, 9
several groups of employers are required by law to use the program
for new hires, including federal agencies; federal contractors and
subcontractors;50 and those who are required to use E-Verify by state
law.
Although the E-Verify program is set to expire on September 30,
2015,2 the employment verification system has been at the center of
the immigration debate since 2006,11 and Congress has repeatedly
introduced legislation mandating the program nationwide.54 In 2009
alone, the 111th Congress introduced at least four different bills to
require all United States employers to use E-Verify to determine the
employment eligibility of newly hired workers.s In 2011,
Congressman Lamar Smith and Senator Chuck Grassley introduced
the Legal Workforce Act 6 and the Accountability through Electronic
Verification Act,57 respectively; both bills required all employers to
use E-Verify for newly hired workers and phased in the requirement
by the size of employer for several months after enactment."
48. See id.; PHILIP E. WOLGIN, CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS, E-VERIFY FACT SHEET 1
(2011), http://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/issues/2011/06/pdf
/e_verifyfact_sheet.pdf.
49. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 3.
50. Id. (noting, in addition, that federal contractors are required to verify certain
existing employees).
51. See id. at 3-4; U.S. Congress Introduces Legislation Mandating E-Verify, NAT'L
CONF. OF STATE LEGISLATURES (Nov. 7, 2011), http://www.ncsl.org/issues-research
/immig/congress-introduces-legislation-mandating-e-verify.aspx.
52. IIRIRA required the termination of the Basic Pilot Program after four years,
allowing for a one-year implementation, but the program has since been extended on
several occasions. Morse, supra note 15. The last three-year extension was approved on
September 28, 2012. See Act of Sept. 28, 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-176, § 2, 126 Stat. 1325,
1325.
53. See ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 1.
54. Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 1 ("Mandatory E-Verify
has been part of every immigration reform bill since 2005."); see also U.S. Congress
Introduces Legislation Mandating E-Verify, supra note 51.
55. Secure America Through Verification and Enforcement (SAVE) Act of 2009,
H.R. 3308, 111th Cong. § 201 (introduced on July 23, 2009); Border Sovereignty and
Protection Act, H.R. 2083, 111th Cong. § 8(b) (2009) (introduced on April 23, 2009); New
Employee Verification Act of 2009, H.R. 2028, 111th Cong. (2009) (introduced on April
22, 2009); Employee Verification Amendment Act of 2009, H.R. 662, 111th Cong. (2009)
(introduced on January 23, 2009).
56. H.R. 2885, 112th Cong. (2011).
57. S. 1196, 112th Cong. (2011).
58. U.S. Congress Introduces Legislation Mandating E-Verify, supra note 51.
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B. E-Verify at the State Level
Although the federal government has not made E-Verify
mandatory for most employers in the United States, several states
have enacted their own laws mandating that the program be used by
some or all of the employers in those states.59 Seventeen states have
implemented the mandatory use of E-Verify by state statute or
executive order, requiring state agencies, contractors, subcontractors,
public employers, private employers, or some combination of these
categories to verify the employment eligibility of new hires using the
E-Verify system.' For example, Arizona passed two legislative
resolutions in 2007 and 2008 requiring all employers, both public and
private, to verify employment eligibility through the E-Verify
program.6' Two states, Pennsylvania and Tennessee, have encouraged
the use of E-Verify by shielding participating employers from
applicable sanctions.62 Tennessee, for instance, protects employers
who verify new hires through the E-Verify program within fourteen
days of employment from suspension of their business licenses for
knowingly recruiting or hiring unauthorized workers.'
Many of the state statutes requiring the use of the federal
verification system have been challenged as unconstitutional and
impliedly preempted by IRCA." The Supreme Court of the United
States, considering a challenge to Arizona's law brought by plaintiffs
representing various business and immigrant communities, held that
although IRCA preempts any state or local law from imposing civil or
criminal sanctions upon those who employ or recruit illegal
immigrants, states and localities may provide for the suspension or
revocation of the business license of an employer who fails to utilize
the E-Verify program.65 Nevertheless, the Supreme Court has yet to
consider a constitutional challenge to any statute imposing civil
penalties upon an employer who fails to appropriately screen its new
hires as mandated by state law.66
59. See Morse, supra note 15.
60. See id.
61. See id.
62. See Prohibition of Illegal Alien Labor on Assisted Projects Act, § 5(c), 2006 Pa.
Laws 173, 174; Act of June 26, 2007, 2007 Tenn. Pub. Acts ch. 529, § 1 (codified as
amended at TENN. CODE ANN. § 50-1-103(c) (2008)); Morse, supra note 15.
63. See Act of June 26, 2007, 2007 Tenn. Pub. Acts ch. 529, § 1 (codified as amended
at TENN. CODE ANN. § 50-1-103(c) (2008)); Morse, supra note 15.
64. See Morse, supra note 15.
65. See Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting, 131 S. Ct. 1968, 1973 (2011).
66. See Morse, supra note 15.
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While the number of states adopting mandatory E-Verify
provisions has grown steadily since 2006, a few states have begun to
take contrary action.' Two states, Minnesota and Rhode Island, have
rescinded previously enacted executive orders requiring the use of
E-Verify. 5 Two additional states, California and Illinois, have passed
laws restricting the use of E-Verify by barring the state and local
governments from requiring employers to use the program.69
Nevertheless, the Illinois legislation, which prohibited all companies
in the state from using E-Verify, was rescinded in 2009 after a federal
district court ruled that the law violated the Supremacy Clause of the
United States Constitution.
C. The Push for Mandatory E-Verification in North Carolina
North Carolina joined the ranks of other states mandating the
use of E-Verify to authenticate employment eligibility for state
employers on August 23, 2006. Pursuant to section 23.1.(a) of the
2006 Technical Corrections Act, the North Carolina General
Assembly required each state "agency, department, institution,
university, community college and local education agency" to verify,
in accordance with the E-Verify program administered by DHS,
"each individual's legal status or authorization to work in the United
States after hiring the individual as an employee to work in the
United States."7 2 The Act did not require private employers to verify
employment eligibility using the federal system,"7 and section 23.1.(b)
of the bill specifically excluded from the law's application persons
under contract or subcontract.74
Nevertheless, the push for stronger immigration enforcement in
the state, led by North Carolina Representatives Harry Warren,
George Cleveland, and Dale Folwell,11 culminated in the enactment
of a mandatory electronic verification statute covering private
67. See id. In addition to states that have enacted contrary measures, North Dakota
has directed its legislature to study the feasibility and desirability of requiring employers
to use the federal electronic verification program before allowing its legislative assembly
to take further action. See H. R. Con. Res. 3045, 62d Leg., Reg. Sess. (N.D. 2011); Morse,
supra note 15.
68. Morse, supra note 15.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. See 2006 Technical Corrections Act, ch. 259, § 23.1.(a), 2006 N.C. Sess. Laws 1234,
1250 (codified as amended at N.C. GEN. STAT. § 126-7.1(i) (2011)).
72. Id.
73. See id
74. Id. § 23.1.(b).
75. H.R. 36,2011 Gen. Assemb., 2d Reg. Sess. (N.C. 2011).
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employers on June 23, 2011.6 North Carolina's E-Verify law requires
all private employers with at least twenty-five employees to use the
federal government's E-Verify program to verify the work
authorization of newly hired employees. The statute exempts
seasonal temporary employees who are employed for ninety days or
fewer in a twelve-month period.78 An employer covered by the statute
who fails to determine the eligibility of its employees to work in the
United States using the E-Verify system will be ordered by the North
Carolina Commissioner of Labor to file a sworn affidavit that it has
consulted with the employee and requested an appropriate electronic
verification using the federal system.79 Failure to file this affidavit in a
timely manner will result in a $10,000 civil penalty.80 Second and third
violations of the Act subject the employer to additional $1,000 and
$2,000 civil penalties, respectively, for each required employee
verification that the employer fails to make." The implementation of
the new law provides for the phasing in of particular employers over
two years. 2 By October 1, 2012, all employers who employ 500 or
more employees in North Carolina were required to comply with the
E-Verify program. By January 1, 2013, North Carolina employers
with more than 100 employees must implement and comply with the
demands of the federal electronic verification system." By July 1,
2013, all North Carolina employers that employ twenty-five or more
persons in the state must begin to participate in the E-Verify
program. 5
II. THE IMPACT OF MANDATORY E-VERIFICATION ON NORTH
CAROLINA
Mandatory use of the E-Verify program was intended to improve
the accuracy of wage and tax reporting in North Carolina while
protecting jobs for authorized workers.86 Nevertheless, the intended
76. Act of June, 23,2011, ch. 263, § 3,2011 N.C. Sess. Laws 975 (codified at N.C. GEN.
STAT. §§ 64-25 to -38 (2011)).
77. N.C. GEN. STAT. H§ 64-25(4), -26(a) (2011).
78. Id. § 64-26(c).
79. Id. § 64-31(a).
80. Id § 64-31(b).
81. Id. §§ 64-32, -33.




86. E-Verify FAQs, N.C. OFFICE OF STATE PERS. 3, http://www.osp.state.nc.us
/Support/HRPros/Foreign%20Nationals/E-Verify%20FAQ.pdf (last visited Nov. 13,
2012).
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benefits of implementing the system are outweighed by the added
costs: lost valuable tax revenue; deteriorating work conditions; higher
costs of doing business; lost employment opportunities for some
workers; discriminatory outcomes; burdensome procedures to correct
database errors; and greater incidence of identity theft.
A. Lost Valuable Tax Revenue
First, requiring North Carolina employers to use E-Verify will
drive more workers and employers into the informal, cash-based
economy, outside of the tax system, costing the state valuable
revenue." Families headed by unauthorized immigrants paid
approximately $209 million, $82 million, and $26 million in state and
local sales, income, and property taxes, respectively, in North
Carolina in 2010"-amounting to nearly $318 million in revenue paid
to the state in that fiscal year." In fact, amongst the fifty states, North
Carolina received the tenth-most tax revenue from households
headed by illegal immigrants in 2010, largely due to the amount of
personal income taxes paid by unauthorized workers in the state.'
87. NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., E-VERIFY: THE IMPACT OF ITS MANDATORY
USE ON NORTH CAROLINA WORKERS AND BUSINESS 1 (2011),
http://www.nilc.org/ircaempverif-eev023.html (follow "E-Verify: The Impact of Its
Mandatory Use on North Carolina Workers and Business" hyperlink to download
document); see also Letter from Peter Orszag, Dir., Cong. Budget Office, to Rep. John
Conyers, Chair, Comm. on the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, 1 (Apr. 4,
2008), http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/ftpdocs/91xx/doc9100/hr4O881tr.pdf
[hereinafter Letter from Peter Orszag to Rep. John Conyers] (citing the Congressional
Budget Office and the Joint Committee on Taxation and stating that enacting the E-
Verification system legislation would "[djecrease federal revenues by $17.3 billion over
the 2009-2018 period"); KAREN SICILIANO LUCAS, CATHOLIC LEGAL IMMIGRATION
NETWORK, INC., FIVE FACTS ABOUT STATE MANDATORY E-VERIFY LAWS 1 (Dec.
2011), http://cliniclegal.org/sites/default/files/FINALE-verify%20--%2Five%2Points
%202-27-12%20second%20update.pdf ("Mandating employer use of E-Verify ... would
give the state far less tax revenue and would give unscrupulous employers more tools to
coerce workers.").
88. IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR., UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANTS PAY TAXES, TOO 2
(2011), http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/just-facts/unauthorized-immigrants-pay-taxes-
too [hereinafter IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. I] (citing THE WHITE HOUSE, ECONOMIC
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT 106-07 (2005), available at
http://www.gpoaccess.gov/eop/2005/2005_erp.pdf).
89. Id.; see also IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. & THE CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS, THE
IMPACT OF E-VERIFY ON NORTH CAROLINA's ECONOMY 1 (2011), http://
www.immigrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/docs/Everify inNorth Carolina_2011.pdf
[hereinafter IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. II] ("Households headed by unauthorized
immigrants in North Carolina paid $317.7 million in state and local taxes in 2010 . ... ").
90. IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. I, supra note 88, at 1. Only four states-California,
New York, Illinois, and Georgia-received more revenue in the form of personal income
taxes paid by illegal immigrants in 2010 than North Carolina. See id. at 2.
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Requiring North Carolina employers to use E-Verify will
dramatically reduce the state's yearly payroll tax revenue." Since the
economic incentive for businesses to keep immigrant workers often
exceeds the cost of complying with complex immigration laws,92
mandating employer use of E-Verify may push more employees into
the unregulated, underground economy where employers will pay
wages under the table.93 Consequently, many "employers currently
withholding income and employment taxes from the wages of
undocumented workers and reporting these amounts to the Internal
Revenue Service ... would no longer withhold or report such
taxes."94
B. Deteriorating Work Conditions
In addition to depriving the state of valuable income tax revenue,
requiring employers to comply with the federal E-Verify program will
effectively eliminate the "employment magnet"' attracting
immigrants to North Carolina. While eliminating this "magnet" is the
primary motive behind the implementation of the electronic
verification system,96 the realization of this objective will have
significant unintended consequences for the state in the absence of a
national mandate. Despite their illegal citizenship statuses,
unauthorized workers and their households contribute considerably
to North Carolina's economy as consumers of the state's goods and
91. IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. II, supra note 89, at 1; see also IMMIGRATION
POLICY CTR. I, supra note 88, at 1 (finding that mandatory use of E-Verify will cost North
Carolina valuable tax revenue).
92. See Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 9-10 (citing Stephanie
E. Tanger, Enforcing Corporate Responsibility for Violations of Workplace Immigration
Laws: The Case of Meatpacking, 9 HARV. LATINO L. REV. 59, 59-89 (2006)). Each
employer may undertake its own cost-benefit analysis to determine whether the
advantages of violating North Carolina's E-Verify law outweigh the disadvantages. For
example, North Carolina businesses that are required to use the E-Verify system will face
significant implementation and maintenance costs, including upfront technological and
training expenses as well as retraining and equipment purchases. See infra Section II.D.
Violators of the mandate, on the other hand, face relatively inexpensive fines, even for
multiple violations. See N.C. GEN. STAT. §H 64-31 to -33 (2011).
93. IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. II, supra note 89, at 1.
94. Letter from Peter Orszag to Representative John Conyers, supra note 87, at 1
(discussing the effects of a proposed United States House bill that would require
mandatory work verification through E-Verify); see also Preserving Jobs for American
Workers, supra note 3, at 9 (noting the significant drop in Arizona's income tax collection
after the state enacted its mandatory E-Verify bill).
95. U.S. COMM'N ON IMMIGRATION REFORM, supra note 26, at xii,
96. See id. (arguing that a "better system for verifying work authorization is central to
the effective enforcement of employer sanctions").
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services.97 Unable to earn a living in North Carolina, these consumers
will migrate to states that have not yet required the use of E-Verify by
statute, taking their purchasing power with them. Those who decide
to remain in North Carolina will find positions with employers who
are more likely to violate state labor and employment protections-
such as wage and hour, health and safety, and antidiscrimination
laws" -resulting in the exploitation of the immigrant population99
and a costly decrease in the economic well-being of North Carolina's
immigrant consumers." A growing underground economy will also
have a direct effect on North Carolina's above-ground labor force:
American workers have to compete against easily-exploited
undocumented workers who are forced to accept lower wages
and substandard working conditions in order to remain
employed. When some workers are easy to exploit, the
conditions of all workers suffer because of "race to the bottom"
competition and because opportunities for collective action by
workers are undermined.'o
C. Lost Employment Opportunities
In addition to moving unauthorized workers off the books and
depriving North Carolina of valuable tax revenue, mandating
employer use of E-Verify will not create or free up jobs for
authorized workers in North Carolina'02 because low-skilled
immigrants do not compete directly with the majority of American
workers.0 3 Although illegal immigrants have often been accused in
97. See IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. 1, supra note 88, at 1 (citing IMMIGRATION
POLICY CTR., VALUE ADDED: IMMIGRANTS CREATE JOBS AND BUSINESSES, BOOST
WAGES OF NATIVE-BORN WORKERS 2 (2011),
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/docs/Value-Added_031011.pdf).
98. See ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 8 ("Employers who move their operations off
the books also may be more likely to violate minimum wage, health and safety, and other
worker protections. Thus, unauthorized employment in jurisdictions that require
employers to use E-Verify may result in worse exploitation of unauthorized workers than
in jurisdictions without E-Verify.").
99. See Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 10 ("By moving
underground, lawbreaking flourishes and there is a parallel labor system created where
there is no overtime, no breaks, underpayment of wages, and unsafe working
conditions.").
100. See LUCAS, supra note 87, at 1-2.
101. Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 10.
102. Id. at 9; NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., supra note 87, at 1.
103. ICE Worksite Enforcement-Up to the Job?: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on
Immigration Policy and Enforcement of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 112th Cong. 107
(2011) [hereinafter ICE Worksite Enforcement], available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg
3732012]
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tough economic times of stealing jobs from American workers, there
is "no statistically significant relationship between unemployment and
recent immigration."" The foreign-born are not at fault for
unemployment in the United States."os In fact, unemployment rates
among United States citizens in the labor force are lower in areas
with higher levels of immigration, since undocumented immigrants
expand demand for goods and services and create additional jobs
through their consumption, investment, and entrepreneurship.1 o6
Further, immigrant and native-born workers are "imperfect
substitutes.""7 The depressed wages and poor working conditions for
many low-skill jobs filled by unauthorized workers do not meet the
standards or ambitions of the growing number of United States
citizens searching for jobs.i0 Thousands of jobs held by illegal
immigrants in the agricultural sector, for instance, would likely go
unfilled if these undocumented workers were deported tomorrow,
and a ripple effect of job losses in related sectors would likely impact
United States workers." For example, estimates from the United
States Department of Agriculture indicate that, for every on-farm job
in America, there are 3.1 related "upstream" and "downstream" off-
farm jobs.' Because many of these complementary off-farm jobs are
/CHRG-112hhrg63875/pdf/CHRG-112hhrg63875.pdf (statement of Daniel Griswold,
Director, Cato Institute, Center for Trade Policy Studies).
104. Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 8 ("Throughout American
history, immigrants have been scapegoated in tough economic times as taking jobs away
from American workers. And while it's popular-even easy-to blame immigrants, the
facts indicate a different reality.").
105. See id.
106. Id.; STUART ANDERSON, THE CATO INST., IMMIGRATION REFORM BULLETIN:
LET'S NOT BLAME IMMIGRANTS FOR HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 1 (2010), http://
www.cato.org/pubs/irb/irb-september2010.pdf.
107. Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 8 (citing Giovanni Peri &
Chad Sparber, Task Specialization, Immigration, and Wages, AM. ECON. J.: APPLIED
ECON., July 2009, at 135,136).
108. ICE Worksite Enforcement, supra note 103, at 107.
109. See id.
110. Id.; NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CrR., EXPANDING E-VERIFY WILL UNDERMINE
JOB GROWTH AND CRIPPLE SMALL BUSINESSES 3 (2011), http://www.nilc.org
/document.html?id=327. The terms "upstream" and "downstream" are often used to
describe the stages of the production process for a particular industry. In the agricultural
sector, for example, the "upstream" stage of the production process involves the planting
and extracting of raw materials as well as the management of the farm laborers
responsible for these duties. The "downstream" stage of the production process, on the
other hand, involves the processing of the materials collected during the upstream stage
into a finished product as well as the packaging, distribution, and marketing of these
materials. Cf. ICE Worksite Enforcement, supra note 103, at 107 (describing the
"upstream" and "downstream" sectors in the agricultural industry that would be adversely
affected if all immigrants providing such low-skilled labor were deported).
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held by United States workers, eliminating the on-farm jobs would
put at risk many more jobs filled by United States citizens."
A mandatory E-Verify program will not create jobs for
authorized workers in North Carolina."' Instead, requiring E-Verify
participation will discourage North Carolina employers from hiring
new employees in a market already leveled by layoffs. 3 In
September 2012, North Carolina experienced a 9.6% unemployment
rate. 14 Forcing businesses to redirect scarce resources in order to
comply with the mandate will only detract further from their ability to
create new jobs and to earn much-needed revenue."1 North Carolina
businesses need to hire workers in order to grow the state's
economy,n' yet some argue that increasing government regulation
serves only to create additional barriers to businesses' ability to create
new jobs."7 Moreover, even businesses that participate in the
E-Verify program might use the system improperly to illegally
prescreen potential employeess or fail to notify them of tentative
findings"' in an attempt to avoid altogether hiring applicants who are
the subjects of TNCs.120
111. Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 8; NAT'L IMMIGRATION
LAW CTR., supra note 87, at 3.
112. See Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 9.
113. NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., supra note 87, at 1; see generally News Release,
Mass Layoffs-June 2012, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Labor 1 (July 20,
2012), www.bls.gov/news.release/archives/mmls 07202012.pdf (providing national mass
layoff statistics for the period between June 2001 and June 2012).
114. Economy at a Glance: North Carolina, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S.
DEP'T OF LABOR, www.bls.gov/eagleag.nc.htm (last visited Nov. 13 2012).
115. Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 13.
116. See id.
117. See Thomas Donohue, President and CEO, U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
Remarks at the Des Moines Rotary Club, Des Moines, Iowa: The Regulatory Tsunami:
How a Tidal Wave of Regulations is Drowning America (Oct. 7. 2010) (transcript
available at http://www.uschamber.com/press/speeches/2010/regulatory-tsunami-how-tidal-
wave-regulations-drowning-america) (contending that government regulation is a primary
barrier to businesses' ability to create new jobs).
118. See WESTAT CORP., FINDINGS OF THE E-VERIFY@ PROGRAM EVALUATION 149
(2009), available at http://www.uscis.gov/USCIS/E-Verify/E-Verify/Final%20E-
Verify%20Report%2012-16-09 2.pdf (finding that nineteen to thirty-nine percent of
employers studied likely prescreened workers); see also Preserving Jobs for American
Workers, supra note 3, at 14 ("[A]t least 57 percent of employers using E-Verify violate
the program's rules by using it to prescreen workers.").
119. Social Security Administration's Role in Verifying Employment Eligibility: Hearing
Before the Subcomm. on Social Security of the H. Comm. on Ways and Means, 112th Cong.
40 (2011) [hereinafter SSA's Role in Verifying Employment Eligibility], available at http://
www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-112hhrg72872/pdf/CHRG-112hhrg72872.pdf (statement of
Tyler Moran, Policy Director, National Immigration Law Center.) ("Workers aren't
always given the opportunity to correct these errors. Although required by law to do so,
employers do not always notify workers of a TNC."); see also WESTAT CORP., supra note
2012] 375
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D. Higher Costs of Doing Business
As most North Carolina businesses are not currently enrolled
with E-Verify,'1' requiring employers to implement and maintain the
program is predicted to cost the state's employers, and particularly
small businesses, millions of dollars, 22 further discouraging hiring. As
of September 12, 2012, just 6,985 North Carolina businesses23_
roughly 3.96% of all North Carolina businesses '24-were enrolled
with the system. Consequently, a mandatory E-Verify program in the
state could result in an estimated 2,422% increase in the number of
North Carolina businesses using E-Verify in just one year.125
Implementing and maintaining the E-Verify system will be
burdensome for a majority of the businesses in the state,126 as up-front
technological and training costs, as well as re-training and equipment
purchases, put a strain on companies during tough economic times.127
118, at 199 (finding that, in fiscal year 2009, forty-two percent of workers reported they
were not informed by their employer of a TNC, resulting in the denial of their right to
contest the finding).
120. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 7 ("Thus, some employers [avoid hiring] legal
workers ... because of E-Verify errors that workers are not given a chance to correct.").
121. See IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. II, supra note 89, at 2.
122. See, e.g., id. at 2 (estimating that E-Verify will cost small businesses approximately
$74.8 million per year).
123. See E-Verify Employers and Federal Contractors (MD-NJ), U.S. CITIZENSHIP
AND IMMIGR. SERVICES (Sept. 12, 2012), http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis (follow
"E-Verify Home page" hyperlink; follow "About the Program" hyperlink; follow the
"E-Verify Employers and Federal Contractors List" hyperlink; then download the source)
(statistic garnered by sorting the data in the downloaded Excel file by "NC" and "Federal
Contractor: NO"). This statistic excludes employers self-reporting that they have fewer
than five employees. See E-Verify Employers and Federal Contractors List, U.S.
CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGR. SERVICES, http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis (follow
"E-Verify Home page" hyperlink; follow "About the Program" hyperlink; follow the
"E-Verify Employers and Federal Contractors List" hyperlink) (last updated Sept. 12,
2012).
124. According to the latest U.S. Census of national businesses, there are 176,196 firms
in North Carolina. Statistics of U.S. Businesses 2008: North Carolina All Industries, U.S.
CENSUS BUREAU, U.S. DEP'T OF COM., www.census.gov/epcd/susb/2008/nc/NC--.HTM
(last visited Nov. 13 2012) [hereinafter Statistics of U.S. Businesses 2008]. The 3.96% figure
was calculated by dividing the number of North Carolina employers participating in the
federal E-Verify program by the total number of firms in the state. Id.
125. The percentage increase was calculated by subtracting the number of employers
currently participating in the federal E-Verify program in North Carolina from the total
number of firms in the state and dividing that difference by the number of employers
already registered.
126. NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR.,supra note 87, at 2.
127. See, e.g., LUCAS, supra note 87, at 1; Jason Arvelo, 'Free' E-Verify May Cost Small
Business $2.6 Billion: Insight, BLOOMBERG GOv'T (Jan. 27, 2011), http://www.bgov.com
/news item/eO4r9ANiaDixcDY-d4653A?print=true (available as subscription service)
("Though E-Verify does not charge for the use of its database, employers' costs included
training and certifying staff or hiring vendors to conduct the searches.").
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The biggest fiscal impact will be on North Carolina's small businesses,
companies that are unable to spread the fixed set-up and maintenance
costs across a larger number of queries in order to tap into the
program's economies of scale.12 Small, family-owned businesses often
do not have the resources required to administer the electronic
program,2' including basic office equipment like a computer, printer,
and high-speed, secured internet access.130 Without a human
resources manager qualified to enroll the business in the system and
trained to review existing 1-9 employee information,' small
businesses will be forced to dedicate scarce management resources to
meet E-Verify's high compliance costs, taking away time from their
core business operations. 1 2
There are more than 172,700 small businesses providing
employment opportunities in North Carolina, employing more than
1.7 million workers and accounting for an estimated ninety-eight
percent of the state's employers.' Consequently, at a time when
North Carolina needs these businesses to grow and hire workers, it is
important to not mandate additional requirements like E-Verify that
will deprive the state's economic system of the ability to grow and
expand. 13 4 A mandatory E-Verify program will "cut at the heart of
North Carolina's top five industries, including various service-based
sectors, such as restaurants, hospitals, sales and waste management,"
which collectively employ more than 2.4 million workers in North
128. See Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 13; Arvelo, supra note
127.
129. NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., supra note 87, at 2; see also ROSENBLUM, supra
note 21, at 12 (citing WESTAT CORP., THE PRACTICES AND OPINIONS OF EMPLOYERS
WHO Do NOT PARTICIPATE IN E-VERIFY, at x (2010), available at http://www.uscis.gov
/USCIS/Resources/Reports/E-Verify/e-verify-non-user-dec-2010.pdf) ("A study of
businesses not using E-Verify found that about one-quarter of them lacked staff with
sufficient skills to begin using E-Verify, and that about one in ten small businesses did not
have adequate computer or Internet connections to use the program.").
130. GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 7.
131. Philip E. Wolgin, Seen and (Mostly) Unseen: The True Costs ofE-Verify, CENTER
FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS, 8-9 (June 2011), http://www.americanprogress.org/wp-
content/uploads/issues/2011/06/pdf/e verify.pdf (identifying the staff required to address
implementation of E-Verify and describing the "crushing" costs of that implementation).
132. NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., supra note 87, at 2.
133. Statistics of US. Businesses 2008, supra note 124. For purposes of this Recent
Development, the term "small business" refers to any North Carolina firm employing
fewer than 500 employees. The percentage of small businesses was calculated by dividing
the total number of small businesses accounted for in the latest census by the total number
of firms reported in North Carolina. See id.
134. See, e.g., Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 14.
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Carolina.a13 While the exact impact of E-Verify on small businesses is
unknown-since employers currently enrolled in E-Verify are not
representative of all United States employers' 3 -one estimate
indicates that a mandatory E-Verify program will cost each small
business an additional $435 per year.3  This amounts to $2.6 billion
nationally, 3 1 or $74.8 million in North Carolina, paid each year by
small businesses to maintain E-Verify.13 9 In addition to start-up and
maintenance costs, the penalties on the back end for businesses that
are found to have improperly used or misused the E-Verify system
are significant, including escalating fines imposed by statute.140
E. High Error Rates and Burdensome Corrective Procedures
In addition to the financial costs borne by North Carolina
employers and the state alike, employees authorized to work in the
United States often bear the costs of a faulty verification system.
E-Verify frequently fails to confirm the employment eligibility of
United States citizens, lawful immigrants, and other legal workers due
to recurrent user and database errors.''' Although the exact rate of
erroneous nonconfirmations is unknown-since some eligible
workers fail to correct tentative findings, update their records, or
contest issues altogetherl42-surveys of E-Verify have found that
135. NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., supra note 87, at 2 (citing ROSENBLUM, supra
note 21; Statistics of U.S. Businesses 2008, supra note 124). "North Carolina's top five
industries employ 2,396,274 employees, and if E-Verify were mandated, a conservative
estimate is that 19,170 U.S. citizen and legal workers in these industries alone could be
told they are not qualified to work." Id.
136. WESTAT CORP., supra note 118, at 64 (stating that although seventy-three percent
of businesses in the United States have fewer than ten employees, only twelve percent of
E-Verify users are small businesses).
137. IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. II, supra note 89 (citing Arvelo, supra note 127).
138. Data from Bloomberg indicates that, if use of E-Verify had been mandatory in
fiscal year 2010, it would have cost businesses with fewer than 500 workers around $2.6
billion, compared with less than $100 million for the four percent that used the system in
2010. Arvelo, supra note 127.
139. IMMIGRATION POLICY CTR. II, supra note 89, at 2.
140. See N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 64-31(b) to -33 (2011).
141. See generally DORIS MEISSNER & MARC. R. ROSENBLUM, MIGRATION POLICY
INST., THE NEXT GENERATION OF E-VERIFY: GETTING EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION
RIGHT (July 2009), http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/Verification-paper-071709.pdf
(providing examples of instances where E-Verify database errors or misuse resulted in
legal workers' firings); NAT'L IMMIGRATION LAW CTR., How ERRORS IN E-VERIFY
DATABASES IMPACT U.S. CITIZENS AND LAWFULLY PRESENT IMMIGRANTS (2011),
http://www.nilc.org/document.html?id=337 (offering personal accounts of how E-Verify
errors impact the lives of U.S. citizens and other lawful immigrant workers).
142. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 6.
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between 0.8%143 and 2.7%1" of eligible workers received an
erroneous response from the system. While an accuracy rate for
eligible workers of 97% to 99% represents a "substantial
improvement" in the accuracy of the E-Verify system, 14 5 the
percentage of erroneous nonconfirmations remains significant."4
Erroneous TNCs transmitted by the E-Verify system are often related
to name inconsistencies 47 because of inaccuracies with the recording
of personal information on employment documents or in government
databases, or recent changes in an individual's citizenship or civil
status.148 Erroneous TNCs related to name inconsistencies primarily
affect persons with foreign names, such as those of Hispanic or Arab
origin who may have multiple or hyphenated surnames.149 In fiscal
year 2009, approximately 24%, or 5,414, of the 22,512 erroneous
TNCs resulting from name mismatches were for noncitizens."so This
number indicates that a strikingly high 76% of the erroneous
143. A statistical model developed by the Westat Corp for DHS estimated that 0.8% of
all E-Verify queries between April and June 2008 resulted in erroneous TNCs. WESTAT
CORP., supra note 118, at 116.
144. A survey by the Los Angeles County Human Resources Department found that
2.7% of the county's E-Verify findings in 2008 and 2% in 2009 were erroneous. See
ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 6; Letter from William Fujioka, Cnty. of L.A. Chief Exec.
Office, to Gloria Molina, et al., Supervisors, Report on LA County's Use of E-Verify
System app. at 3 (March 10, 2010), http://file.lacounty.gov/bc/ql_2010/cms1 143429.pdf.
145. See GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 16 (noting that USCIS's improvement of
E-Verify is evidenced by the fact that "97.4 percent of almost 8.2 million newly hired
employees were immediately confirmed as work authorized by E-Verify during fiscal year
2009, compared to 92 percent during June 2004 through March 2007"); ROSENBLUM,
supra note 21, at 6.
146. According to Westat's model-based estimate, 22% of all TNCS are issued
erroneously, while L.A. County's E-Verify survey estimates that 95% of all TNCs are
issued erroneously. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 5 n.6, 6 n.16, 7 (citing WESTAT CORP.,
supra note 118, at 50, 116; Letter from William Fujioka to Gloria Molina, et al., supra note
144, app. at 3). The United States Citizenship and Immigration Services reports that
during fiscal year 2011, about 16.5% of TNCs were found to be erroneous. See Statistics
and Reports, U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGR. SERVICES,
http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/ (follow "E-Verify Home page" hyperlink; follow
"About the Program" hyperlink; then follow "Statistics and Reports hyperlink) (last
updated June 7, 2012). The 16.5% calculation was garnered by dividing the percent of
employees receiving initial nonconfirmations by the percent of people who are later
confirmed as work authorized after contesting the initial finding. Id.
147. See GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 16.
148. See id. at 2-3.
149. Id. at 19-20 ("[In one survey,] 5 of 25 employers commented that TNCs are more
likely to occur in situations where Hispanic employees have hyphenated or multiple
surnames. In these situations, employers are sometimes uncertain which name to enter
into the E-Verify fields calling for an employee's first name, last name, and maiden
name."); ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 7.
150. GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 19.
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nonconfirmations related to name mismatches were for United States
citizens and eligible employees.''
Based on these findings, it is safe to assume that more than 1.2
million United States citizens and lawful immigrants will have to
either correct their records in the federal E-Verify databases or lose
their jobs.'52 This represents between 36,800 and 124,200 United
States citizens and lawful immigrant workers in North Carolina
alone.' Even when employees are notified by their employers that a
TNC has been issued by the E-Verify system,5 4 authorized workers
face significant burdens when trying to correct their information in
the federal databases."s5 Employees are often limited in their ability
to identify or access personal information maintained by the system
that led to the erroneous finding, particularly because the E-Verify
program does not have a process in place to inform authorized
employees of the specific records giving rise to the erroneous TNC15 6
An employee wishing to determine the source of his or her tentative
151. LUCAS, supra note 87, at 1.
152. See, e.g., Hearing on the Legal Workforce Act Before the Subcomm. on
Immigration Policy and Enforcement of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 112th Cong. 81
(2011) [hereinafter Hearing on the Legal Workforce Act], available at http://
judiciary.house.gov/hearings/printers/112th/112-44_66887.PDF (statement of Tyler Moran,
Policy Director, National Immigration Law Center). There are an estimated 154 million
workers in the United States labor force. See Economic News Release, Table A-1:
Employment Status of the Civil Population by Sex and Age, BUREAU OF LABOR
STATISTICS, http://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t01.htm (last updated Nov. 2, 2012).
Multiplying the Westat error figure of 0.8% by the total number of workers in the U.S.
labor force indicates that 1.24 million U.S. citizens and lawful immigrants will receive
erroneous TNCs. See WESTAT CORP., supra note 118, at 117. If the error figure of 2.7%
derived by L.A. County is applied in this context, more than 4.2 million authorized
workers will receive erroneous TNCs from the E-Verify system. See ROSENBLUM, supra
note 21, at 6 (citing Letter from William Fujioka to Gloria Molina, et al., supra note 144,
app. at 3).
153. There are an estimated 4.6 million workers in North Carolina's labor force. See
Economy at a Glance: North Carolina, supra note 114. Multiplying the Westat error figure
of 0.8% by the total number of workers in the North Carolina labor force indicates that
36,800 U.S. citizens and lawful immigrants in North Carolina will receive erroneous TNCs.
See WESTAT CORP., supra note 118, at 117. If the error figure of 2.7% derived by L.A.
County is applied in this context, 124,200 authorized workers in North Carolina will
receive erroneous TNCs from the E-Verify system. See ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 6
(citing Letter from William Fujioka to Gloria Molina, et al., supra note 144, at app. at 3).
154. WESTAT CORP., supra note 118, at 153-56 (explaining that employers may fail to
notify employees of the existence of a TNC and/or procedures for disputing the finding).
155. GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 34; ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 7 (noting that
"workers may face 'formidable challenges' correcting" erroneous records).
156. GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 34.
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finding must use a Privacy Act request1 7 to gain access to personal
records and to seek correction or amendment of the federally
maintained information that is inaccurate or incomplete." Multiple
Privacy Act requests are often needed because employees have little
information about the particular DHS or SSA component-each
maintaining its own data and independent office in charge of
responding to such requests-giving rise to the erroneous finding.159
Further, in addition to the difficulties employees may experience in
accessing their personal information maintained in the federal
databases, some authorized workers may also find it difficult to
understand how to contest tentative findings.'60 TNC notification and
referral letters provided by employers are often difficult to
understand, especially for those with limited literacy or English
proficiency" t'-those who are often the subject of name
mismatches. 162
Employees and employers must bear additional financial costs in
order to contest E-Verify findings. One study indicated that 2% of
employees who successfully corrected erroneous nonconfirmations
spent more than fifty dollars to do so, while 13% spent more than
$100.16 Employers are not permitted to suspend workers or delay
employee training while they contest tentative E-Verify findings,'**
despite the fact that the correction process requires an average of 7.6
to 12.5 days to be resolved 65 and that 89% of TNCs eventually result
in a final nonconfirmation.1" An estimated 49.5% of workers
contesting E-Verify findings lose partial or complete days of work,
and 14% lose two or more days of work, as they are often forced to
make multiple trips to federal offices and wait in long lines to correct
their inaccurately reported information.6 7 Consequently, employers
157. See generally Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a (2006) (allowing individuals to
gain access to the information in a personal record maintained by any government agency
upon written request).
158. GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 34.
159. Id.
160. See id. at 35.
161. Id.
162. See id. at 20, 53 (discussing erroneous TNCs attributable to name mismatches,
"particularly for individuals-often foreign-born, naturalized, or both-who have multiple
or hyphenated surnames").
163. Hearing on the Legal Workforce Act, supra note 152, at 88 (citing WESTAT CORP.,
supra note 118, at 203-4)4).
164. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 8.
165. Id. (citing WESTAT CORP., supra note 118, at 92).
166. Id. at 8.
167. WESTAT CORP., supra note 118, at 204; see also Preserving Jobs for American
Workers, supra note 3, at 12 (citing Letter from Lynn Shotwell, Exec. Dir., Am Council on
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must invest valuable training resources in workers who might
eventually be dismissed,'6 " and employees have to take unpaid time
off work to navigate the complex correction process.169 Moreover,
because these findings exclude an unknown number of authorized
workers who failed to contest a tentative finding for any number of
reasons, the actual cost of correcting E-Verify errors is understated.
While E-Verify often erroneously fails to confirm the eligibility
of employees actually authorized to work in the United States, the
verification program also produces a high number of false positives.
Because E-Verify is a substantially flawed system remaining
vulnerable to identity fraud and employer misuse, mandating use of
the program will not effectively prevent unauthorized employment of
illegal immigrants.170 In fact, the majority of unauthorized employees
who seek jobs with North Carolina employers are erroneously
confirmed as employment-eligible by the E-Verify system."' While
the program usually can confirm whether a name, Social Security, or
alien identification number exists in a federal database, employers
may not be able to determine if employees are presenting genuine
identity and employment eligibility documents, or documents that are
borrowed or stolen.12 As long as the information entered into the
system matches the records provided by DHS and SSA, E-Verify will
confirm the employee as authorized to work in the United States-
even if that employee has committed identity fraud."' Some critics
Int'l Pers., to Fed. Acquisition Regulation Secretariat 16 (Aug. 11, 2008) ("American
Council on International Personnel members report that corrections at SSA usually take
in excess of 90 days, and that employees must wait four or more hours per trip, with
repeated trips to SSA frequently required to get their records corrected.")).
168. See ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 8.
169. See Preserving Jobs for American Workers, supra note 3, at 12.
170. See, e.g., GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 16; ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 5.
171. See WESTAT CORP., supra note 118, at 118. About 54% of unauthorized workers
screened through E-Verify between April and June 2008 were incorrectly confirmed as
work authorized, usually because they used borrowed or stolen identity data. Id. at 117-
18; ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 5 (citing MEISSNER & ROSENBLUM, supra note 141).
Westat's model produces a range of estimates between 37% and 64%. WESTAT CORP.,
supra note 118, at 117. "This means about 3.4% of E-Verify's confirmations during this
period were mistakes." ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 6 n.11 (citing WESTAT CORP.,
supra note 118, at 50, 115).
172. See, e.g., ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 5.
173. GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 21; WESTAT CORP., supra note 118, at 31 ("Since
the inception of E-Verify it has been clear that many unauthorized workers obtain
employment by committing identity fraud that cannot be detected by E-Verify."); SSA's
Role in Verifying Employment Eligibility, supra note 119, at 43 ("Identity sharing and
fraud is a major weakness of E-Verify since the system can only detect if documentation
presented by the individual is legitimate-not if the documentation presented matches the
individual.").
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have also suggested that "the growth of the E-Verify system exposes
Americans to greater risk of identity theft," since the system puts a
premium on borrowed or stolen identity data and federal agents are
regularly given access to such information through their interactions
with E-Verify databases. 174
In addition to employee identity theft, unscrupulous employers
might illegally use E-Verify by prescreening job applicants based on
discriminatory criteria, failing to notify employees of tentative
findings in order to prevent them from contesting such decisions, or
threatening deportation to coerce work or as leverage in labor
negotiations.17 s The E-Verify system is also unable to detect
employers who assist unauthorized workers by providing them with
legitimate identity or employment eligibility documents, using the
same identity data to verify multiple workers, or ignoring a mismatch
between the photographs appearing on documents presented by the
employee and those transmitted by E-Verify." 6 Moreover, E-Verify
cannot reliably detect noncompliance by registered users since
nonuse of the system by participating employers does not leave a
"paper trail or electronic footprint." 7 7
III. THE PUSH FOR A NATIONAL SOLUTION
Requiring North Carolina employers to verify the employment
eligibility of newly hired workers will partially serve to deter unlawful
immigration by reducing one of the most powerful magnets attracting
foreign-born persons to the state-the opportunity for employment.
However, while an employment verification system should be at the
center of more effective immigration enforcement, any mandatory
E-Verify proposal should be considered only at the federal level and
implemented alongside a broader reform.
First, determining a national solution to the problem of
unauthorized immigration is the only way to ensure uniform
enforcement of the federal government's immigration objectives
across the states. No one state in particular should be burdened with
the cost of administering the federal program, or the economic
174. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 8.
175. LUCAS, supra note 87, at 2.
176. See, e.g., GAO REPORT, supra note 2, at 21; ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 5.
177. ROSENBLUM, supra note 21, at 5. For example, an audit by the SSA Office of the
Inspector General found that the federal agency failed to use the system for nineteen
percent of its new hires in 2008 and 2009. OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION'S
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE E-VERIFY PROGRAM FOR NEW HIRES AUDIT REPORT 4-5
(2010), available at http://oig.ssa.gov/sites/default/files/audit/full/pdf/A-03-09-29154.pdf.
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consequences of doing so, while other states open their borders to
illegal immigrant workers. As this Recent Development has
explained, individual state efforts to minimize the adverse
consequences of E-Verify have had only a limited impact, as the
burdens of the system on America's economy, workers, and
businesses continue to grow. Federal agencies, on the other hand,
have more sufficient, sustained resources to support and upgrade the
system's databases as the number of participating employers
continues to increase. These agencies, rather than the states, should
be charged with the responsibility of establishing and enforcing more
effective wage and hour, health and safety, privacy, and anti-
discrimination safeguards to protect the nation's labor force.
Second, and more importantly, any attempt to prevent the illegal
entry of immigrants at the nation's borders should be complemented
with an attempt to facilitate their legal entry. The assumption that
United States labor markets and immigration patterns can be
reshaped through enforcement efforts only has been disproved by the
growing number of illegal immigrants migrating to the United States
even in the face of the recent economic downturn. Implementing a
mandatory E-Verify program without addressing the broader
concerns of the immigration system sets the program up for a larger
failure. Thus, any mandatory E-Verify proposal should be considered
in conjunction with a targeted legalization or employment-based visa
reform program to encourage employers and employees alike to opt
in to the verification system and to comply with its requirements as a
prerequisite to obtaining legal status. In other words, employers may
fairly be held to high standards of compliance with immigration and
other labor standards laws because the federal government has
expanded opportunities for employment-based immigration and
provided an earned path to citizenship for immigrant workers.
CONCLUSION
Although the immigration debate has deeply divided the
American people for decades, there is no doubt that legal
immigration has strengthened the country. North Carolina, in
particular, has benefited economically from the influx of immigrants
migrating to the state throughout the last ten years. While
maintaining a legal immigrant population presents a unique
challenge, requiring all employers to verify the employment eligibility
of newly hired workers using the federal E-Verify system, in the
absence of a federal directive, is not a sensible solution.
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Although North Carolina's E-Verify law intends to protect the
jobs of authorized workers and to help employers maintain a legal
workforce, the high costs of the system's implementation and
maintenance are not justified by the partial benefits of the poorly
crafted mandate.
Unauthorized workers enter the country illegally, in part,
because of the availability of jobs in the United States and the
absence of legal immigration opportunities. Thus, only where
employment enforcement is implemented on a federal level, coupled
with increased opportunities for citizenship, can the federal and state
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